Another F1Minute recording
Mr C: Okay, I think we're live. We can't tell if MotoGP is finishing. See what somebody says.
Christine: Are we waiting for Steve?
Mr C: Yea, I don't have it streaming so I don't know if it's finished. So maybe we should just go with it. Give
me a second to make sure it's working. Okay. We're live.
Christine: You're listening to F1Minute and it's the 22nd June. Felipe Massa took the win in France, after
Räikkönen's Ferrari developed a mechanical problem. Part of the exhaust became loose and was dangling
off the car for at least half the race. It finally fell off a few laps from the end, but not before melting a giant
hole in the bodywork. Räikkönen still managed to finish in second, though. Rounding out the podium was
Trulli, who is no doubt thankful to have provided the tribute for Ove Andersson that Toyota so badly
wanted.
Elsewhere, Button was the only retiree, after a first lap tangle with Bourdais that damaged his front wing,
whilst Hamilton pushed through the traffic...
Mr C: What was that?
Christine: Can't speak.
Mr C: It's okay. Just an issue is if the computer starts making a fan noise. I thought you'd heard it and
stopped. It's calmed down again now. Take two, then.
Christine: I need to change this.
Mr C: Okay, no sweat. He's on his way to the live feed now.
Christine: Excuse me, you interrupted me.
Mr C: Oh, sorry.
Christine: I was just about to start.
Mr C: Live feedback from the comments though.
Christine: What, what's the question, what?
Mr C: Steve said Stoner wins, don't know who that is.
Christine: Stoner. Isn't that Casey Stoner?
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Mr C: Don't know, might be.
Christine: I don't know who that is.
Mr C: He said he's won and he's on the live feed now, so, hi Steve.
Christine: Hi Steve, thanks for interrupting me. What happens if we never get it right? Do we just keep going all day?
Mr C: I think we keep going all day. Presumably everybody gets bored and goes away, and we're just livefeeding to ourselves.
Christine: Live-feeding. Is that what they call it?
Mr C: I might have just made that up.
Christine: Yea.
You’re listening to F1Minute and it’s the 22nd June.
Felipe Massa took the win in France, after Räikkönen's Ferrari developed a mechanical problem. Part of the
exhaust became loose and was dangling off the car for at least half the race. It finally fell off a few laps
from the end, but not before melting a giant hole in the bodywork. Räikkönen still managed to finish in second, though. Rounding out the podium was Trulli, who is no doubt thankful to have provided the tribute
for Ove Andersson that Toyota so badly wanted.
Elsewhere, Button was the only retiree, after a first lap tangle with Bourdais that damaged his front wing,
whilst Hamilton pushed through the traffic as much as he could, but was on the receiving end of another
penalty – this time a drive through, for taking a position by running off the track.
Alonso was having a strong afternoon, battling with Webber mostly, right until the end when Piquet managed to get past him. This will have boosted Piquet’s confidence after a run of bad luck.
It didn’t rain as was predicted, although there were two brief showers, and I mean very brief, that barely
affected the action at all.
That’s all for today, I’ll be back tomorrow with another F1Minute.
Yep.
Mr C: Happy with that take?
Christine: Mmhmm.
Mr C: Okay, give me one second. That's, yea, again, far too quick. Steve says sorry to have interrupted you
on the live feed.
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Christine: Aww, that's alright.
Mr C: Gotta get slightly smoother at answering comments because I have to keep running backwards and
forwards, backwards and forwards.
Christine: Yea, you're gonna wear a hole in the carpet, aren't you?
Mr C: That's not good, is it? Okay, shall we call it a day there?
Christine: Yep.
Mr C: Okay.
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